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GSRC lends new perspective
Ryan Japs
BEAT REPORTER

The fourth annual Global Social Responsibility Conference took
place at SCSU. The conference
was intended to be a worldly event
that would give attendees a chance
to see the earth from a different
perspective.
The main sponsors of the 2012
conference came from the SCSU
Social Responsibility Program, in
collaboration with the Women’s
Center, University Programming
Board, the St. Cloud Technical &
Community College and the SCSU
School of Education.

Smaller U of
M system
receives same
state funding,
Oliveira says
John Russett
MANAGING EDITOR

off on Oct. 17 with a speech
from journalist Amy Goodman in
Ritsche Auditorium, and continued
on Oct. 22 through Oct. 25, with
ganized by students and organizations regarding different issues.
There were many events taking place at Atwood. All week the
Alumni room and the Atwood Thepresenters discussing their topics.
One of the events that took
place in the Alumni room was
titled “Climate Change: Local to
Global” and went over how the
climate is being negatively affected
by humans. It was led by Autumn
Hamberg, Secretary of Advocates
for Animals and the Environment.
Hamberg began the discussion
with the trailer of the former vice
president Al Gore’s movie, “An
Inconvenient Truth”. She continued explaining how society today
can be so distracted with computers, cell phones, and other material
goods, that overuse of these things
can disconnect us from the earth
and thus make people not consider
where these goods came from.
That question was answered in
a video that explained the linear
“system of stuff ”: extraction,
production, distribution, consumption, and disposal. The narrator highlighted the fact that this
linear system will not work on a
already used 1/3 of our planet’s
natural resources and that number
is growing.
Hamberg then played a video
that came from China that claimed
that by 2030 we will need two
Earths to sustain the population.
“What resources will be left? How
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will future generations survive?” the
narrator asked.
The presentation concluded
when Hamberg announced that she
was organizing a petition to make
the historic Barden park completely
smoke free, in an attempt to make
the environment around St. Cloud
more livable for all the people who
use it.
The following informational
piece in the Alumni room was the
Red Flag Social Justice Campaign.
This segment was sponsored by the
Social Justice and Diversity Committee and the Mentors in Violence Prevention. It was presented
by Vanessa Burggraff and Katie
Good, who were there to “raise
awareness, challenge thinking, and
have an open dialogue for the issue
of dating violence”, according to
their slide show presentation.
This presentation started with
some statistics of dating violence,
stating that in 21 percent of college
dating, one of the partners is being
abused, 32 percent have reported
violence from previous relationships, 12 percent have claimed a
completed rape, 35 percent have
stated they have experienced an attempted rape, and 22 percent have
endured an attempted rape from
their partners.
The use of the bystander

approach to counter dating violence was stressed. The bystander
approach means that anyone who
sees, hears, or has any knowledge
of abuse should at the very least
talk to the person abused, abusing,
or both regarding their relation-
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Alfredo Oliveira said
Thursday that the cost of
educating a student in the
Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities system has
gone down by roughly 10
percent since 2000, while
the cost of tuition continues
to rise.
Oliveira, SCSU student
and MnSCU Board of
Trustees member, addressed
Student Government
Thursday evening and
spoke about the MnSCU
system, his own personal
role on the board and some
of the responsibilities of the
board as a whole.
The real cost of a MnSCU education in 2000 was
$7,855 per student and the
cost of educating a student
today is about 10 percent
less, Oliveira said.
The difference, he said,
is the amount of money
given to higher education
from the state of Minnesota. Students now pay
roughly 60 percent of their
own education, with the
state covering the remaining
40 percent.
It was not too long ago,
Oliveira said, those percentages were reversed and students were only responsible
for 40 percent of education
cost.
MnSCU and the
University of Minnesota
systems receive roughly the

St. Clair to lecture on
Dakota people, homeland

Joe Edmonds

INSIDE

ship. The speakers stressed the
importance of intervening, and the
opinion that silence supports the
abusive behaviors.
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Study
abroad
in Laos,
Thailand
is growing
The Laos and Thailand study
abroad program urges students
to experience life halfway around
the world for their semester
break.
Students would travel between
the two countries, while stopping
shortly in Vietnam, and would
get to experience what life is like
in cities and rural communities.
Travelers will get to experi-

Costs are
down at
MnSCU

ence an array of culture between
Thailand and Laos. Laos has a
socialist form of government,
while Thailand is mostly capitalist.
Despite the differences in
government, Thailand and Laos
say they are dedicated to keeping the Mekong River, the river
settled between the two countries,
“a river of true peace and friend-

ship,” as called for by their prime
ministers decades ago.
The trip will take place over
winter break so students can go
without interfering with their
regular semester schedules. The
group leaves Dec. 24, and return
the day before spring semester
begins.

Study Abroad / Page 3

Check out our online content
Visit universitychronicle.
net, or scan the QR code to
see everything the Chronicle has to offer, including
videos, galleries and
podcasts.

the Dakota War, the combined
Dakota nation can boast 170,000
members all over the region.
On the way here, the Dakota nation has been exiled, murdered, lied
to, and taken advantage of by the
U.S. government.
Iyekiyapiwin Darlene St. Clair is
here to tell the whole story.
St. Clair, an associate professor in
the Learning Resources department
and member of the Mdewakantonwan Dakota, will be presenting
“Dakota People, Dakota Homelands”
on Thursday in the Miller Center
Auditorium.
The Mdewakantonwan Dakota,
together with the Wahpekute and
other bands, form the “lower bands”
of the Dakota tribe. The Sisseton
and the Wahpeton are among
those that form the “upper bands,”
sometimes referred to as the Dakota
Sioux. These bands live primarily in
Canada.
Often referred to as the Sioux
thanks to a French mispronunciation

Dan Rodriguez stops by Caribou

of an Anishinaabeg name for the
Dakota people, the Dakota have lived
in what is now known as Minnesota,
the Dakotas, Montana, Nebraska and
Canada for hundreds of years. Historical references refer to European
settlers as newcomers, since their
presence has only been recorded in
traditionally Dakota Territory since
the 1500s.
The Dakota War of 1862 broke
out after the U.S. government broke
promises made in treaties. The treaties themselves were signed under
duress, with most nations being
offered the options of assimilating
and signing or being exterminated or
exiled.
Hundreds of Dakota and settlers were killed in the Dakota War,
including a mass execution of 38 Dakota people by hanging in Mankato.
After the U.S. government nullireturned to their homeland and were
given 80 acres if they had been loyal
to the United States.
The lecture, which is free and
open to the public, will last from 3:30
to 5 p.m.

Page 7
The latest installment
of the Caribou Coffee
Break Series brought this
Minneapolis musician by
for some much needed
relaxtion during midterm week.
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Dayton makes stop at SCSU
SCSU is notorious for attractpus. In an event to rally democratic support, Governor Mark
Dayton, among other politicians,
stopped by Atwood to share his
ideas in making St. Cloud and
Minnesota a better place.
The rally took place on Friday
at 12 p.m. Local DFL candidates arrived earlier to speak
with the crowd. The politicians
who joined Dayton were Zachary Dorholt, who is challenging
incumbent Representative King
Banaian, Jerry McCarter, who is
opposing Senator John Pederson,
and Anne Nolan, who is running against Representative Steve
Gottwalt.
There was also a surprise visit
from hotel-mogul Jim Graves,
who is locked in a heated race
for Minnesota’s 6th congressional with incumbent Michele
Bachmann. He did not speak at
the rally because of a schedule
ance showing his support for the
local candidates.
The rally kicked off with
opening words from Jerry
McCarter, who stressed “The
importance of this election and
the opportunity to make some

introduced it, and that’s my opponent Steve Gottwalt,” she said.
Dorholt was next to share
some words with the audience.
Dorholt graduated from SCSU
with a Bachelor of Arts in community development and an Masters of Science in rehabilitation.
“Our universities work damn
hard to make sure we are an
inclusive community, our opponents have worked hard to make
sure it’s not,” Dorholt said.
“I’m asking for your support
here today and to help governor
Dayton, along with Jerry, Anne,
and me to continue making St.
Cloud an inclusive community,”
he stated. “We are sick and tired
of this purposeful divisiveness.”
After his remarks, Governor
Dayton had an opportunity to
take the spotlight and was welcomed to SCSU with a standing
ovation as he began to speak
about the impending election.
“Usually candidates say this is
the most important election of
our lifetime when their name is
on the ballot,” Dayton said. “My
name is not on the ballot and
I say this is the most important
election in our life time.”
“The stakes are so high and
the differences are clear, we need
DFL legislatures like Jerry, Zach,
and Anne.” Dayton also commented on the two amendments
that will be on the ballot this

“I’ve got a tough race against
John Pederson, but I have a race
that I can win and I honestly
believe if we get the turnout we
need to have, that both Zach and
I will be heading for the legislature in January,” McCarter said.
McCarter handed the microphone over to Nolan. “We have
the opportunity to not only vote
against the anti-marriage amendment, but to defeat the guy who

of them was on voter ID. You
should not make change in any
election law without broad bipartive to the spirit of a democracy.”
Dayton closed the rally
with his feelings toward the
other amendment, saying “I also
strongly oppose the amendment
to discriminate and restrict marsotans that they will make the

Ryan Japs
BEAT REPORTER

right decision to move the state
forward, not backward.”
The audience responded quite
positively to the governor’s appearance. Danielle McGrath, the
campaign, says “It is nice to hear
that Mark Dayton’s priorities lie
with students”
Dan Wolgamott, who works
with the Dorholt campaign,
responded to the rally. “It really
goes to show what kind of candidate Zach is and the campaign
the attention of people across
the state, including the Governor,” Wolgamott said. “Having
[Dayton] here really shows the
importance of our community to
the state and shows the importance of Zach’s candidacy to the
state. It’s just a shock of excitement to hear him come and
speak with us.”

Scan the QR
code to view
our video
coverage of
Gov. Dayton’s
visit to SCSU
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MnSCU
Continued from Page 1
same amount of money from the state,
Oliveira said.
system, which serves around 420,000 students, Oliveira said. The average age of those
420,000 students has risen as of late.
The University of Minnesota system has 5
campuses and around 60,000 students, he said.
Sara Swenson, Urban Affairs Committee chair, asked why University of Minnesota
schools would get the same amount of money
as MnSCU.
Oliveira said one of the main reasons
the money distribution is even is because the
University of Minnesota has been around for
much longer than MnSCU. The University of
Minnesota was founded before the state was
admitted to the union, he said.
Another reason, he said, is that the University of Minnesota is a researched-based
institution.
Oliveira did say, however, that the MnSCU
system is responsible for more than 40,000
graduates per year.
According to Oliveira, MnSCU trains a
little less than 50 percent of new teachers in
Minnesota and 90 percent of new mechanics in
the state as well.
He also said MnSCU serves 82 percent of
students of color enrolled, which is the highest
number in the state.
The system vision, as stated on the MnSCU
website, is to “enable people of Minnesota to
succeed by providing the most accessible, highest value education in the nation.”
Oliveira echoed those sentiments and said
the main focus of MnSCU right now is reaching students, especially in Minnesota. That
doesn’t mean there haven’t been discussions
about trying to reach out a bit more, he said.
“We do want to start advertising to out-ofstate students,” Oliveira said, adding they post
all jobs within the system nationally.
He also said the MnSCU system is fairly
well recognized throughout the nation because
nation.
The age of students has begun to rise in
recent years as well.
The average age of a student in the
MnSCU system is 26 years old, Oliveira said.
During the recession, he said, there were a

force and decided to go back to school.
The majority of the students who went
back to school between 2008 and 2010 went to
two-year institutions, Oliveira said.

Study
abroad
Numbers for the trip are
growing rapidly. In 2010,
people went. In 2011 there
were 18 people. Last year
this year there will be 40
people attending.
Organizers have turned
people away once the program gets 40 people to go
on the trip.
The cost for students is
$3,000 for the full trip. This
pays for everything, including travel expenses, hotel
costs and several admission
fees. Students are encouraged, however, to bring
their own spending money.
One spot the students
go visit is Mahidol University in Bangkok, one of the
most respected universities
in the area. They will sit in
on classes taught by university professors and then
meet with the president of
the school.
Last year was also the

interesting,” Yang said of
visiting a technologically
developing country.
Yang has a very unique
experience with the pro2010.
“My father is from Laos

Tuesday
Does God Really
Hate Queer People?
12 p.m.
This event is free,
open to the public,
and will take place in
the Atwood Theater.
Hosted by the LGBT
Resource Center this
event will discuss the
relationship between
sexual orientation and
religion.

Tuesday
Granite wall
restoration
11 a.m.
This event is free to
all who attend and
will be hosted outside
of Riverview at the
retaining wall. The
newly restored wall
will be commorated
and dedicated to
the Works Progress
Administration that
built the original wall.

Wednesday
9/11 Truth group
5 p.m.
This event is free
and open to the
public in the Atwood
theater. Architect
Richard Gage will
present alternative
explanations to 9/11,
including whether the
U.S. government had a
hand.

Continued from Page 1

Malaysia.
“We have a lot of
students from Malaysia
and a lot of alumni back in
Malaysia that have graduated [from SCSU],” said
Robert C. Johnson, professor of ethnic studies. “Our
goal with this program
is to study the different
cultures and institutions in
Southeast Asia, so including
Malaysia was important.”
The group will be
in Laos in time for the
Hmong New Year, which
the students take “a very
active role in,” according to
SCSU student and program
veteran Dia Yang.
Yang has been involved
with the program since
2010 and has traveled every
year except 2011.
“It was really a great

Events
Calendar

Thursday

GRAPHIC BY KARLY HERRERA

Safe Space Training
9 - 11 p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public and
will take place in the
Atwood Glacier Room.
This training is part of
LGBT History Month
and will teach those
that attend what safe
space means and how
to difuse a situation
where that space is
violated.

Thursday

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Last year, the Laos/Thailand trip also included a stop in Malaysia.

and I have never met any
of my family that still lives
over there,” Yang said.
“When me and my sister
went, my father contacted
my grandfather and some
of my uncles and told them
we were coming.”
When the two arrived at
the hotel near her family’s
village, they were greet by a

swarm of their family they
had never met.
“It was weird to see my
uncles because they looked
just like my brothers,” Yang
said. “We had never met
them before, never talked to
them before, but for them
to just take us in... It felt like
I had so much family that
cared a lot about me.”

Yang continued to
explain what it was like to
time, and how shocking it
was to realize how some of
her cousins will never have
the same opportunity.
“Other students I traveled with were impacted
also,” Yang said. “I cried,
they cried, we all cried.”

For more information
on the program contact
Multicultural Student Services and SCSU professor
Shahzad Ahmad at 320308-5151. Students are also
encouraged to come to the
Multicultural Student Services Center in Atwood.

Dakota homelands
lecture
3:30 p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public. It
will be hosted in the
Atwood auditorium.
Iyekiyapiwin Darlene
St. Clair will present
on the Dakota people
and speak about
the US-Dakota War
which resulted in the
exilement of most
Dakota people form
Minnesota.
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Continued from Page 1
Questions were addressed to
the audience and they were given
the opportunity to discuss their
opinion or personal experience of
an abusive relationship. The session concluded with a tip: if you
bystanders should speak up, step in,
talk later, and gather resources to
help the situation.
The next presentation took
place in the Atwood Theater and
was named “The Gambella Land
Grab Issue”. This topic went over
the foreign investors that are purchasing land in Ethiopia, resulting
in the displacement of native villagers of the area.
The event was hosted by
Ethiopian native Obuuy Omot,
and he proceeded to explain the
issue through videos that showed
two different sides of the Gambella
region in Africa, an area that shares
a border with Ethiopia and South
Sudan.
life throughout the area and was
complimented by a forested terrain
that provides ecotourism that
economically and environmentally.
Ethiopia’s wildlife conservation
authority, that consists of only 30
scouts and two vehicles, patrols the
14 national parks and four animal
sanctuaries that are in Gambella.
Omot loaded the next video,
which showed problems the country
is facing.
Foreign investors make deals
with the Ethiopian government,
where the investors give some
amount of money, and force native
villagers and local farmers off their
land. The only reason the villagers
pack up and move is because they
are promised they will be sent to a
place with schools, food, water, and
medical supplies that never show
up.
The workers on these corporate
farms are paid less than a dollar a
day and still lack the resources necessary to sustain a livable life in the
harsh region. The corporate farms
destroy the land they use which
ecotourism in the area. If residents
do not move from their homes,

St. Cloud State University
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, Minnesota
56301-4498

Phone
Fax: 308.2164
Advertising: 308.3943
Business: 308.3945
editor@
universitychronicle.net
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A participant in a GSRC presentation raises her hand to contribute.
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Debra Leigh (center) engaged in a discussion with one of the members of the audience.

the government has been known
to bring a gun barrel to persuade
them.
“Ethiopia is one of the hungriest countries in the world and small,
local farms can sustain that hun-

ger,” Omot claimed.
A solution to the problem,
Omot encouraged, is sending letters
to local representatives, senators,
care for the people of Ethiopia and

how to stop the foreign investors,
in some cases American investors,
from robbing the locals from their
land.
The Global Social Responsibility Conference ended on Thursday.

Third Street Brewhouse is born in Cold Spring
Vicki Ikeogu
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A new look, a new product and a new way of
doing business.
These ideas are shaping the concept of
Third Street Brewhouse, a division of the Cold
Spring Brewing Company.
Since the launch of the new business concept
in early June, the craft beer manufacturer has
been the much needed jump start the Cold
Spring Brewing Company has needed.
Cold Spring Brewing Company was brewing a mediocre beer in outdated equipment,
said vice president and general manager Doug
DeGeest.
And he was sick of it.
Deciding to make Cold Spring a “legitimate
player” in the beer industry, DeGeest was looking for a new angle for the struggling business.
cant increase,” DeGeest said. As a result, the
move to craft beers was embraced in January
2010.
With the renovations to the brewing company including new equipment and a new building
constructed in downtown Cold Spring, DeGeest
and his team were deciding on a new name for
their new products.
With the company’s poor reputation for producing quality beers, DeGeest said, “We were
trying to get away from Cold Spring Brewing
Company.”
DeGeest said the name Third Street originated from a street in Cold Spring abandoned in
the early 1900s and converted into an alley way.
Teaming with a St. Cloud design company,
the new brew house was given its distinct logo.
As public relations and marketing coordinator
Krista Amundson said, it was made to look three
dimensional.
DeGeest said, “It’s the cornerstone of our
business.”
Along with the new look, DeGeest said the
brewery was in need of new brewers.
While he said that current brewers were doing the best they could with the equipment they
had, Third Street Brewhouse was also looking
DeGeest’s solution to this was to hire the
president of the Master Brewers Association of
America, Horace Cunningham.
With this new hire, Third Street was serious about changing its reputation in the beer
industry.
With the new building, new concept and new
brewers in line, the company could then focus its
attention on the most important aspect of their
idea: the beer.
Third Street Brewhouse has developed three
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regular craft beers, each of which has a special
meaning to the company.
“There are stories behind everything,”
DeGeest said, “They celebrate the trials and
tribulations with getting the brew house open.”
With names like “Rise to the Top”, “Lost
Trout”, and “Bitter Neighbor”, the cream ale,
brown ale and India pale ale, respectively, all
have their unique stories told on the bottles.
With all the pieces falling into place, Third
Street Brewhouse began its marketing campaign
in May; however, there was still some hesitation.
DeGeest said he remembers saying, “There
is no way this is ever going to happen.”
But as their pre-release parties, teasers and
radio advertisements spurred interest, when the
was overwhelming.
Since the introduction of Third Street
Brewhouse, the Cold Spring Brewing Company
has seen a turnaround in business. DeGeest
estimated that in Central Minnesota their beer
is now offered in 40 to 50 taps, compared to just
two years ago when no one was offering Cold
Spring made beer.
In addition to creating a better product,

Third Street Brewhouse has been making the
effort to get people to see the beer manufacturing process.
“Craft beer drinkers are really interested in
how beer is made,” DeGeest said, “We need to
get people out here to see it.”
In response, the brew house has been offering tours of the plant and free samples to those
of age.
While Amundson said that tours have been
slowing down recently, they still remain popular, especially on Saturdays. Tours require a
reservation and run Fridays at 4 and 5 p.m. and
Saturdays at 11 a.m., noon, 1, and 2 p.m.
Third Street Brewhouse is continuing to
shape the craft beer industry in Central Minnesota by releasing seasonal beers like their
autumn blend “Jack’d Up” and working on
creating more events to get the public involved
in the brewing business.
As their handouts say, they are passionate
about their future.

The University Chronicle is
distributed on the campus of
St. Cloud State University
along with businesses in
the downtown St. Cloud
area. For a complete list
of distribution locations
email Molly at editor@
universitychronicle.net

Corrections

The University Chronicle
prides itself on journalistic
integrity. We strive to
publish the most accurate
information, but we are
prone to human mistakes.
We will correct any errors
of fact or misspelled names
promptly. Call 308.4086 with
any corrections.
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ACROSS
1. Originates in
6. Knife
10. Highest point
14. Adult female
15. Brass instrument
16. Coil
17. Spanish for
“Friend”
18. Air force heroes
19. Not false
20. Edible marine
gastropod
22. Monster
23. Stylish, in the 60’s
24. Start
30. Long-necked wading bird
32. Extraterrestrial
33. Whirlpool
37. Deliver a tirade
38. Related to tides
39. “Where the heart
is”
40. Devoted
42. Cut
43. Astronomical visitor
44. Calm
45. Animal life
47. Second (abbrev.)
48. Gangly
49. Diner
56. Chocolate cookie
57. Small island
58. Hawaiian veranda
59. Beige
61. Fruit of the oak
tree
62. Collections
63. Russian parliament
64. Prepared

DOWN
21. Charged particle
1. Exchange
25. N N N N
2. Hefty volume
26. Piecrust ingre3. Arab chieftain
dient
4. Wise men
27. Wings
5. Frosty was one
28. Breeze
6. Rise
29. Fastidious
7. Fit snugly into
30. Trainee
8. Cain’s brother
9. America’s favor- 31. Absorb written
material
ite pastime
33. Small amount
10. To a complete
34. Wander
degree
35. Portent
11. Welsh dog
36. No more than
12. Grieve
38. Tropical ever13. Type of
green tree
sword

41. Bamboozle
42. Laic
44. Ocean
45. A satirical comedy
46. Watchful
47. Grave marker
48. Foot digits
50. Brother of
Jacob
51. Slender
52. Dash
53. Dwarf buffalo
54. An aromatic
ointment
55. Small

Solution
Oct. 22

Crossword courtesy of mirroreyes.com

Opinions
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Quote of the Week

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Marriage may be the closest thing to Heaven or Hell any
of us will know on this earth.
Edwin Louis Cole, founder of Christian Men’s Network

EDITORIAL

Think, again, before you vote
worry about pissing off sponsors, pleasing a huge party or maintaining a congressional majority.
The two-party system is inherently

Molly Willms
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

If a person vocally disagreeing with
you makes you giddy, you might be a
journalist.
I was so glad to receive a letter to the
editor last week that disagreed with my
editorial on the 2012 elections. I had my
reservations about the cynical piece myself, but as a critical-thinking, fact-checking, anti-Obama liberal, this election has
put me in a foul mood.
Ms. Ritter’s editorial, combined with
a professor’s disagreement and attenThe kicker came when a journalist
friend posted a link to the third-party
debates, encouraging those who were sick
of politics to watch it.
In the last few weeks, I’ve changed my
mind.
I think everyone should vote.
Before I start getting mud slung at me,
let me make it clear that I’m still as cynical of the establishment as ever. If I had
my way, I’d educate each and every student on Obama and Romney, and why
electing either of them means that no
real change will happen in this country.
However, I’ve got a scant few hundred
words to tell you how I feel, so I’ll trust
you to educate yourselves.
If you haven’t already, watch the third
party debate.
In case you aren’t aware, Obama and
Romney sign contracts before a debate
so that neither of them can go to a real
scary place for the other one.
Let me reiterate: Obama and Romney have an agreement that they won’t
publicly challenge one another on tough
issues.
The third party debate is refreshing
because these candidates don’t have to

who get them elected are the super-rich,
and they have to take care of the people
who get them elected. In other words,
a vote for Obama is a vote for corporations with liberal interests, and a vote for
Romney is a vote for corporations with
conservative interests.
It’s simple logic, but most of America
seems not to get it.
Vote with your ideals and issues. Voting for either major party doesn’t enable you to do that, but the Libertarian,
Green, Constitution, Justice, Independent
and many other candidates do.
people who will vote Democrat or Rethat a third party that is much closer to
their ideals, if they would only do the
research.
Once you’ve voted smartly for president, vote locally the same way. It’s true
that there are fewer options in some
Minnesota local elections, but don’t restrict yourself to the lesser of two “evils”
– because what you end up with is still
“evil,” or at least ineffective and out for
themselves.
Did you know that there are candidates for U.S. senate in Minnesota who
run on the platforms of marriage for all,
legalizing marijuana, ending overseas
war and reversing Citizens United?
I can’t speak for all students, but I’m
guessing more of us would like to end the
drug war than expel people with different
religions from our secular senate.
Read the complete editorial on
universitychronicle.net
Or snap QR code:

Smoking policy outlook: another perspective
I’d like to thank Jack Hennes for writing such a revealing article in last week’s
paper (Cigarette in hand: a nonviolent
protest, Oct. 14, 2012).
As many smokers do, you bring up
the point that smoking is a personal
choice, a way that smokers can, “at the
mercy of their lungs, project identities.”
What you miss in being so hasty to
look out for your rights is to see things
from the other side’s perspective. Certainly when non-smokers walk in a smoking campus, they have no personal choice
about whether to inhale the toxic fumes
or not.
Your identity comes at the cost of all
of our lungs, not just your own.
This leads me to another interesting
point. You say that “Smoking is certainly
a nonviolent act.”
violence, but in my book, when a person
does harm (especially physical harm) to
violence.
According to the CDC, secondhand
smoke increases an adult’s chances of
getting both lung cancer and heart

disease by as much as 30 percent. In addition, no amount of secondhand smoke
is risk-free, meaning that the people who
breathe your smoke even momentarily
will still feel the effects.
Finally, you call on all students (meaning those who smoke) to challenge the
policy that SCSU has assumed.
What you may not have known is that
there were many factors that the task
force who recommended this policy took
into account, including surveys of students and employees, medical documentation of the harmful effects of tobacco
and secondhand smoke, and the fact that
less than 8% of students are daily smokers (you can read more at stcloudstate.
edu/tobaccofree/policy.asp).
The input has been taken, and we as
a campus have decided to go the route
many colleges and other institutions are.
You are still free to express your rights
as an individual under the new policy,
so long as you don’t infringe on others’
rights.
Jacob Gulstad
SCSU Freshman

Zach Dorholt: the right candidate for students
This election year is the most important one in recent history; Minnesotans
have the ability to vote for President,
Senate, U.S. House, two constitutional
amendments, and much more.
One race that students can’t afford to
ignore though is the Minnesota Representative 14B race. This race traditionally has had low voter turnout on it due
to it being 5th down on the ballot, and
many either don’t know enough about
the race, miss it, or are just plain too lazy
to vote that far down on the ballot.
Now district 14 B encompasses northern and eastern St. Cloud, so anyone
living on campus, across the river, or to
the west of campus and above University
Drive is encompassed in this district, and
needs to be aware of the candidates.
The Republican Candidate is King
Banaian, a professor here at SCSU; his
DFL opponent is Zach Dorholt, who also
has SCSU ties, having earned both his
bachelor and graduate degrees here.
I have met with Zach on his campaign and I know he represents the best
option for me as a student in the Minnesota legislature.
If elected, Zach would make higher
education a main priority, and push for
bills that would help many achieve an
education.
When Zach attended SCSU tuition
was around 2,000 dollars a semester.
At last check, tuition for a full time
student, living in a res hall and a meal
plan was around 15,500 dollars.
Zach would lead efforts to make college more affordable, and stop the rising
rates of college. He also would support
programs that pair students with employers while they are enrolled in school
so that after graduation they can get a
job, start their professional life, and start
repaying their loans.

PHOTO COURTESY OF KVSC.ORG

Banaian (R-14B) and challenger
Dorholt debated in the KVSC studio
in October 2012.

Also on the issue of student loandebt, Zach would help develop re-payment options for college grads, in hopes
of avoiding drowning them in debt.
Besides educational matters, Zach
represents views that many students
share on the issue of equality. Mr.
Dorholt is proud of the diversity and
multiculturalism in SCSU’s community,
and sees the value in multiple cultures
interacting with one another. We as a
community cannot let a man with Banaian’s harmful views continue to represent
us in the Minnesota Legislature.
Zach doesn’t think equality stops at
sexual orientation, either, he is a proud
supporter of same sex marriage and has
pledged to VOTE NO on the marriage
amendment. His Republican opponent is
the reason the Amendment is up for vote
amendment pushed it out of committee
and onto our ballots.
SCSU works hard at being an inclusive community, and we need an inclusive, not a divisive representative. Zach is
that inclusive person, who will represent
all of us, no matter our race, religion, or
sexual identity.
Andrew Beeman
SCSU Sophomore

Take it easy, tiger: new technology should be handled deliberately

Jason Tham
OPINIONS EDITOR

With the new release of Windows 8, Microsoft Surface, iPad
Mini, and the 13-inch MacBook
Pro, the citizens of Tech-savvyville have made their statement
of prospection: We want it fast.
We want it easy. We want it
convenient.
If you look around the world
of computing now, moving at
its fastest rate in history, you will
realize that the trend of technology is heading toward simplicity
and performance that pushes
the limit.
Especially among personal
computers, where the market for
tablets, computers, smartphones,
and the hybrid of these are
growing with strong demands,
designers and engineers are
creating and improving savvy
gadgets to meet the needs of
consumers worldwide.

In order to further expand
their market, developers are
simplifying the interface of these
gadgets so companies can cater
to a wider set of audience; your
grandma would know how to
drive a tablet computer or a
gaming console without reading
the user manual. For instance,
swipe-to-unlock, click-toshare… who doesn’t know how
to do that?
Tabs or tiles, we let our
touch-screen computers without
realizing how this “tabbing” culture has impacted our lifestyles
Our perception and expectation for most analog and digital
mechanisms are determined
by our exchanges with the user
interfaces (UI) on these devices.
Close your eyes for a moment and visualize an open
window (I mean the window
on your computer, not the real
window) with a picture gallery,
and imagine that you are about
to move from one picture to the
next, which way do you swipe?
Correct, you swipe to the left,
and the new picture comes in
from the right.
Borrowed from the bookexperience is engraved into our

bones.
But did you know that traditional Chinese and Japanese
dominant software developers
and UI designers couldn’t pay
less attention to that, though
Chinese people do make up a
considerably large market in this
business.
In a sense, the right-toleft scheme is already a world
phenomenon. It is applicable to
every new device that will be invented hereinafter; an example
would be the latest Windows
8-supported Surface. Of course,
there are other mechanisms that
are becoming dominant in our
culture: the pinch-to-enlargeor-minimize, click-and-hold-toselect, and swipe-to-scroll, etc.
been so useful, ever.
Lo and behold, that’s the
least of a harmful effect that
new technology has had on us.
Unknowingly, modern technology is changing the way our
brain works, Dr. Susan Green“Unless we wake up to the
pharmaceutically-enhanced
21st century is doing to our
brains, we could be sleepwalking
towards a future in which neuro-

chip technology blurs the line
between living and non-living
machines, and between our bodies and the outside world,” said
the neuroscientist.
Everyone who uses the
computer keyboard long enough
knows where most of the letters are located on the typing
machine. The way our brain retime, without any major effort,
resembles that of remembering
the keys on a piano. Take away
the keyboard and the piano, a
veteran user can still imagine
the positions of the keys. Applying similar structure to the usage
of touch-screen computers,
we will soon want to apply the
“tabbing” interface into all of
our lifestyles. In the near future
we will want everyday things to
interact with us through touch –
books, cars, silverware, whatever.
It is frightening to think that
technology is already producing a marked shift in the way
we think and behave, especially
among the young.
“I mustn’t, however, be too
censorious, because what I’m
talking about is pleasure. For
some, pleasure means wine,
women and song; for others,
more recently, sex, drugs and
rock ‘n’ roll; and for millions

today, endless hours at the comAn example of these changes
can be observed in our levels of
patience. I want to be completely honest here: my measure
for patience is equivalent to the
lapse time needed to open up a
new webpage: anything beyond
ered too slow for me (some may
say I am too optimistic on this).
Hence, you cannot imagine how
I grumpy I feel every morning at
the coffee shop queue. I seriously wish that there were an
app for coffee making!
Having said all these, my
point is, we should constantly
remind ourselves of the impact
every new technology can have
on us.
As I have always said, there
is no turning back now; all we
can do is to try balancing our
technological consumptions with
more humanistic activities. After
all, speed, user-friendliness, and
convenience aren’t the only
things that matter in life.
As philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche noted, “The slow arrow
of beauty: the most noble kind
of beauty is that which does not
carry us away suddenly.” To see
the beauty of life, we need to
slow down our pace by a little.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
ON CAMPUS
International Film Series:
‘We Have A Pope’
AMC Theater
Oct. 29, 7:00 p.m.
Halloween Dance
AMC Quarry
Oct. 31, 10:00 p.m.
Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows Pt. 2
Ritsche Auditorium
Nov. 2-6, 8:00 p.m.*
Atwood After Dark
AMC
Nov. 2, 9:00 p.m.
Late Skate
NHEC Main Ice
Nov. 3, 10:00 p.m.
Choral Connection Concert

Ritsche Auditorium
Oct. 29, 7:30 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Justin Ploof & The
Throwbacks
Pioneer Place
Oct. 29-31, 7:00 p.m.
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Dan Rodriguez played songs from both of his two albums, which were available for purchase in the AMC Caribou lobby.

Local music brings students to Caribou
JP Winters
MARQUEE EDITOR

A crowd gathered in the cozy
atmosphere of the Caribou in
Atwood this Wednesday, thanks
to steaming coffee and live
acoustic music by Dan Rodriguez, a local musician originally
from Detroit.
“I came to Minnesota to
study music. I knew there was a
good music scene out here, and
my brother lived here so I followed him out,” Rodriguez said.
“I enjoy that I can be a regularWhen I was eighteen I knew I
in a very large pond if I tried to
move to LA or Nashville.”
Rodriguez played from 1
p.m. to 2:30 p.m., and students
stopped by in waves between
classes to check out the small
commotion radiating from the
coffee shop. He conversed with
the crowd and made jokes while
explaining a bit of his life in
between songs, as if his listeners
were old time friends.
“Every now and then I get
thrown in a coffee shop environment, and I like it,” Rodriguez
the kind of vibe. It’s more an
intimate experience.”
The majority of Rodriguez’s
set list was comprised of original
songs, although he did manage
to splice the theme song from
“Fresh Prince of Bel Air” into
sections of a his original tune
while joking that it was about
where he grew up.

Rocky Horror Show
Pioneer Place
Oct. 28-31, 7:30*
Punk’n Hallows III
Keller Bar
Oct. 31, 10:00 p.m.
Barthold Kuijken & Friends

St. Mary’s Cathedral
Nov. 2, 7:30 p.m.
Chanticleer
Paramount Theatre
Nov. 4, 2:00 p.m.
*Additional times

local type stuff.”
Blank thought this month’s
show had great timing as well.
“It was nice because this week
has midterms so people want
to grab some coffee and relax,
sit in Caribou, and listen to free
music.”

Rodriguez had CDs out for
sale, which can also be found
online. The next Caribou Coffee
Break Series is slated to take
place on Nov. 28, but the artist

club in downtown Minneapolis.
“And if you’re like ‘hey I just
wore that last night’ then this
song is about you … and not in a
good way,” joked Rodriguez.
After the song was completed, he said he wrote another
song about the guys that are
typically downtown as well,
and it eventually evolved into
“Douchebag Song”
“I thought it was hilarious,”
said Riaz Adnan, a Junior at
SCSU. “And overall I think the
set is pretty good. He has nice
vocals and the overall sound is
great for a coffee shop.”
This is the third time this
year musicians have stopped by
Caribou to grace students with
their musical talent.
“It went very well. He’s
incredibly talented,” said Erika
Blank, a UPB member and
organizer for the series. “The
last one went well also. It helps
SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR
that they’re from Minneapolis
Rodriguez, who has been playing guitar since age 15, moved
because some people like that
to Minnesota to begin his music career.

World of Warcraft gathers for breast cancer
Meg Iserloth
STAFF WRITER

Sons of the Pioneers
Paramount Theatre
Nov. 1, 1:30 p.m.*

Tewodros Ayele, a student
currently pursuing his master’s degree in Developmental
Studies, thoroughly enjoyed
the atmosphere. “I just texted
my friend to come down here,”
he said with a smile. “That’s
the great thing about music. It
brings people together.”
The two songs the crowd
seemed to enjoy the most were
“Downtown Girl” and “Douchebag Song”. Before playing them,
Rodriguez mentioned that he
wrote “Downtown Girl” about
two young women he saw in

Last Saturday, hundreds of
gnomes dressed entirely in pink
forests and tundras -- all in the
name of breast cancer awareness.
The third annual Running of
the Gnomes race, held virtually
on the hit massive multiplayer
online [MMO] game World of
Warcraft, certainly drew attention to the issue, as well as real
cash donations to support the
cause.
The original idea for the
virtual race was developed and
carried out by Ashleigh Ayn Sult,
a professional photographer
from Connecticut, also known as
Dravvina or Dravvie in-game.
“Back when I was 13, I lost
my little brother because of nonbreast cancer related causes,”
said Ayn Sult, now 25 years old,
“but my mom has always [been]
really involved with a local breast
cancer walk because we lost a
family friend a few years before.
“That year my mom was
too devastated to go, and I went
in her place. My mom stopped
going, so I kind of took up the
mantle. A few years ago I got
really sick, and couldn’t go to the
runs anymore.
“So that year, I wound up
thinking, ‘Gosh, I wish there was
a way I could like, get my guildies
involved.’ I think I was watching
some silly raid on Hogger video
when it kind of hit me. The cool
part was is that my mom found
a lump [because I was talking
about the gnome race idea] and
it wasn’t cancerous, but it caused
my dad to catch his skin cancer
early enough to not need radiol-

ogy.
“[When I told the guild
members], they were all ranges
of excited to skeptical, and then
when I said ‘server event’ they
thought I had lost it.
“And then 140 gnomes
showed up. I thought maybe out
of our, gosh, 40 raiders at the
time ,we’d get like 20 of them
and then like 20 more people. We
got to the starting area, and there
was like, 30 people two hours
before the event. I posted [about
the event] on ‘WoW_Ladies’,
a community that had 10,000
members, and was pretty big
around the WoW era, and then
Wowhead [a WoW online database] picked it up last second.
“We had 500 last year, but
we’re getting some big last
second promotion. A guy who
does The WoW Factor is is
live-streaming for us, and a few
other TwitchTV people are being
awesome for us. I’m personally
hoping I just don’t pull a ‘Swifty’
and break the server.”
In order to join this year’s
race, players could either use
their own characters or, the more
popular choice, make a new one

Some brought their pink
mounts, or ride-able pets, to race
with them, while others showed
off their unique personalities in
other ways; in fact, a few nongnomes wearing pink-haired
gnome masks could be spotted in
the crowd as well.

Those who arrived early
received a free pink tabard to
wear on their run. On the 8
p.m. mark, the group then raced
across the map for a full hour,
only stopping at a few way-points
to recuperate.

Scan to read the rest of the
story online at

universitychronicle.net

the Scarlet Crusade server, creating a gnome with pink hair, and
pressing play.
The race began in the new
gnome-starting city, making it
easier for players to participate.
Some racers who do not play
the game frequently even created
limited free trial accounts for
Running of the Gnomes race.
All types of different people
from across the United States,
all dressed in pink, could be seen
running together.

SCREENSHOT COURTESY OF MEG ISERLOTH

Gnomes from World of Warcraft form a heart for breast
cancer awareness.
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Chris Moon shares his methods of ghost hunting
Staff Report

As Halloween draws
closer, so does the mystery
behind this most spooky
of holidays. An intrigued
group of SCSU students
gathered in the darkened
Atwood ballroom Thursday
night to learn about the
mystery behind the ghosts
that haunt this October
event, and learned that
the spirits involved may be
The presentation was
held by Chris Moon, an
experienced ghost hunter,
paranormal investigator,
and psychic medium. His
experiences with ghosts and
paranormal activity have
led him to a life of hunt-

ing down the spirits that he
encountered himself, as well
as the spirits which others
are haunted by.
Moon is the founder
of “Haunted Times” and
“Paranormal Investigator”
magazines, and is starring
in a show called Ghost Box,
premiering next year.
ghosts was as a young boy,
where he supposedly enregular suburban house in
Colorado. It was after this
that he became intrigued by
the dead trying to communicate with the living.
The techniques used to
communicate with spirits
are numerous, albeit con-

troversial. One commonly
used method is EVP, or
electronic voice phenomena. The technique consists
of recording what seems to
be silence, but once played
back, contains noise which
can sound like human
voices.
Critics of EVP claim
that the voices are a result
of phenomena called
phenomena, or auditory
pareidolia, or interpreting
random sounds as voices in
one’s own language. The
noise has been credited to
static, stray radio transmissions, and background
noise. But believers like
Chris Moon will say it’s not

an accident that we hear
these noises, but that they
are spirits from the other
side attempting to communicate with us.
Another method Moon
uses to communicate
with spirits is called the
telephone to the dead,
something that is reported
to have been originally
invented by Thomas Edison. A man named Frank
Sumption claims that spirits
instructed him how to
build the updated version
of the telephone to the
dead. Moon says that spirits
were being taught by other
spirits how to communicate
through the telephone, and
that this method can now
be used to hear ghosts.

Moon’s extensive use of
EVP and the telephone to
the dead are criticized due
to the dubious nature of the
methods involved.
Some ghost hunters
and paranormal investigators are led through their
searches by a spirit technician, and Moon has been
led through his ghostly journey by his own spirit technician, Tyler. It seems to be
a unique quality in spirit
communicators that rather
than being frightened, they
are intrigued by their encounters and can even go so
far as to be friends with the
ghosts they come in contact
with.
Moon’s endeavors to
communicate with the dead

have led him all over the
country. He and his team
of paranormal investigators
and enthusiasts respond to
calls for paranormal help to
everyone who has a legitimate claim to haunting, and
they provide their services
for free.
Regardless of whether
or not you are a skeptic of
ghosts and the investigation
of their existence, it cannot
be denied that experiences
relating to ghosts or phenomena relating to them
are scary. So scary, in fact,
that this skeptical reporter
had to leave the presentation early.

REVIEWS

.movie.game.album.book.theater.restaurant.

Ashmika Patke
STAFF WRITER
The country music artist,
Taylor Swift has recently released her fourth, and newest,
album “Red”.
The record contains 16
brand-new songs, “State of
Grace”, “Red”, “Treacherous”, “I Knew You Were Trouble”, “All Too Well”, “22”, “I
Almost Do”, “We Are Never
Ever Getting Back Together”,
“Stay Stay Stay”, “The Last
Time”, “Holy Ground”,
“Sad Beautiful Tragic”, “The
Lucky One”, “Everything Has
Changed”, “Starlight”, “Begin
Again”.
The Pennsylvania native
has been performing country
music since she was 11.
The brilliant country girl
can write song lyrics, sing
country music, play guitar,
piano, and the banjo.
Anybody who has heard
this skilled songbird knows her
unique way with people. If she
talks to someone for more than
a few minutes, she’s probably
going to write a song about
them sometime.
The talented country
singer was signed to her record
label, Big Machines Record at
18 years in 2007. Since then,

the uniquely gifted musician
has been entertaining and
spreading country music to
young fans worldwide. Her
self-titled debut album, second
and third albums, “Fearless”
and “Speak Now” made her
fans completely wonderstruck.
All her albums were nominated for many music awards and
won some as well.
Swift spent the majority of
the last two years on her newest album. She did half of it
mostly on her own and worked
with her songwriters and band
for the rest of it. With all kinds
of love songs from upbeat
tunes to romantic ballads,
with her new music.
The title “Red” comes
from the album consisting
mostly of love songs and with
romance, Swift saw all “red”.
Swift has learned plenty
throughout her life especially
since becoming famous and
she puts what she has learned,
and wants her fans to know
in her music. The bright,
displays it’s important to go
outside your comfort zone
and try something different
rather than do the same thing
over and over again causing a
repetitive pattern, resulting in
a rut. She may seem structured but her rebellious side

shines through her music. The
musically artistic performer
wants her fans to make and
have their unique of way of
standing up for themselves and
doing what’s right.
After being released
nationwide on Monday, Oct.
22, 2012, the album has been
a huge success within a week.
Fans worldwide are already
attempting to decipher the
complex musical lyrics of this
The title is subtle, being a
primary color, but Swift captures the essence of romance
and her unique taste of vengeance with her fourth record.
Even the blood red lipstick the
blonde musician is wearing on
the album cover implies Swift
The album has only “We
Are Never Ever Getting Back
Together” as a monstrous hit
single with an instant viral
music video with the repetitive
Also included is a songbook with the lyrics of all
16 songs and photos of the
country singer.
The CD also has a digital
booklet with accessible DVD
features of the recording and
production of the album and
three acoustic track versions.
The upbeat songs that give

a vibrating pulse to listeners
are “State of Grace”, “22”,
“I Knew You Were Trouble”,
“Stay Stay Stay”, and “Starlight” make fans dance along
to her exuberant voice.
She moves swiftly from
friendly tracks of “State of
Grace”, and the title track,
“Red” to shouting “I Knew
You Were Trouble” next to the
darling melody of “22” then
to the hushed drama in “All
Too Well”, and “I Almost Do”,
making the replay button seem
irresistible to press.
The acoustic ballads featuring her unique banjo plucking include “Treacherous”,
“All Too Well”, “I Almost
Do”, “The Last Time”, “Holy
Ground”, “Sad Beautiful
Tragic”, “The Lucky One”,
“Everything Has Changed”,
“Begin Again”, and of course
the title track, “Red” all displaying her whispering musical
light touch.
The harmoniously talented
woman isn’t even 23 years old
yet. There aren’t many performers in show business this
accomplished. Her songs are
structured such that any music
lover becomes an instant fan.

PHOTO COURTESY OF ROLLINGSTONE.COM

The country beauty is
known for leaping into romance without another glance
and fortunately, because of
her positive outbursts through
music, she remains, for the
most part, unscathed and still
gorgeous.

Only a multi-talented
musician like Taylor Swift can
make something as simple as
“Red” be more scintillating
than ever before.

Rating:

‘Mark of the Ninja’ proves 2D gaming is still worth playing
Ahmed Warraich
STAFF WRITER

“Mark of the Ninja” came
out on the Xbox 360, and was
recently released on the PC.
I didn’t think I would like the
game as much as I did. The
developer’s previous outings
did little to impress me, so I
went into the game not expecting much and was pleasantly
surprised.
This is an excellent 2D
puzzle and stealth game.
These days, too much attention is paid to AAA titles
such as “Call of Duty”, and
“Borderlands”, just to name a
few. Indie titles such as “Mark
of the Ninja” and “Braid” get
overlooked.
The game only costs $15
on Steam and about the same
on Xbox Live Arcade. The
game starts off with the story
of an unknown ninja, and
progresses through many levels
where there are multiple main
objectives as well as side ones.
Its visuals look very impressive. The drawings are cartoony and gory to convey the
sense in the game. This gives
it a very distinct art style and

makes the game very pleasing
to play. The game uses the
character’s model to convey
whether you are in the shadow
or making the character an
alternate color.
The game’s main strength
is easily its gameplay, which
is one of the most overlooked
features of modern games.
The game’s main objective is
stealth, which means that instead of taking all the enemies
head on, you dispatch them
one at a time.
It rewards you for playing
stealthily; you get points for
dispatching foes silently and
hiding their bodies. The game
is one of the best in the genre,
in which games like “Metal
Gear Solid” and “Splinter
Cells” are the cream of the
crop.
The game also gives you
a variety of ways to tackle the
same objective. I love sandbox games; they give you an
arsenal and leave it to your
imagination to pick the way
you want to handle any given
situation.
Many publishers like to
mimic “Grand Theft Auto”,
perhaps the ultimate sand-

things like different ninja
costumes for you, which are
paired with different skills and
attributes, which make the
same game a totally different
ished the game, there is a hard

PHOTO COURTESY OF TECHNOBUFFALO.COM

‘Mark of the Ninja’ focuses on stealth and environmental manipulation to help players get their ninja
box game. They spend way
too much money trying to
replicate the world and make
that ultimate experience for
the user, all the time perhaps
losing sight of the fact that an
ultimate world also requires
accompaniment by very nice
gameplay as well.
This game takes me back
to the roots of why good
games are good games. They
are good because they make
you feel empowered. That
is what “Mark of the Ninja”

does so well, it makes you feel
like a ninja. The game punishes you for taking people head
on. It instead rewards you for
keeping in the shadows.
They game also has a lot
of replay value. If you didn’t
accomplish objectives along
the way, you could always revisit them and try to get them
again.
The game also unlocks

The game’s sound effects
are spot on, with most of the
sounds done incredibly well.
From the thunder in the background to the sound of falling
chandeliers, all of it drives
home the experience.
The game might not be
your cup of tea if your games
have to have top-of-the-line
graphics or if 2D games are
just not your thing. Those
things unfortunately are not
among the many things that
make this game such a joy to
play.
The Good: the game
is an excellent example of
how game play triumphs
over graphics. This simple
2D game has captured my
imagination unlike some of
the other games that I have
played recently. The game is

very cheap, and with a lot of
replay value, you will get your
money’s worth easily.
The Bad: the game is still
in 2D and many people can’t
overlook that fact the story
is kind of clichéd and that
cannot be helped. Some of
the dialog is very cheesy, as if
it was taken out of a B-action
movie.
The Verdict: based on
its merits and its price, this
game is an excellent choice if
you want to pick up something casual that gives you a
lot of tools to beat any given
situation. The game does lack
a couple of things that would
have made it perhaps one of
the best games of all time.
If the story had been more
carefully crafted, and had the
villain been given some character, making certain choices
would have had more meaning
attached to it.
couple of things hold it back
from being a great one.

Rating:

Coming Out This Week: Movies. Games. Albums.

Movies:

Games:

Albums:

Wreck It Ralph
Flight
The Bay
Details
North Sea Texas

WWE ‘13
NBA Live ‘13
Assassin’s Creed III
Toy Story Mania
Need For Speed

Flyleaf: New Horizons
Toby Keith: Hope On The Rocks
Neil Young & Crazy Horse: Psychedelic Phil

Black Country Communion: Afterglow
Rod Stewart: Merry Christmas, Baby
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Husky Sports
Mark Parrish joins
Husky Productions
Matt Nielsen
BEAT REPORTER

The SCSU hockey
productions crew will have
a familiar face in the booth
this winter.
Former Husky standout
and 11-year NHL veteran
Mark Parrish will be joining
play-by-play announcer Jim
Rich for insight and color
commentary for all home
games this season.
Parrish played for the
Huskies from 1995-97. As
a freshman, Parrish put up
15 goals and 15 assists in 39
games. In his sophomore
year, Parrish was even more
goals and 15 assists.
Parrish announced for
the Huskies this past weekMinnesota State Mankato
came to town. It was ParNational Hockey and Event
Center in some time.
“It was much more exciting and nerve-racking than I
thought it was going to be,”
said Parrish.
It is a new experience for
Parrish to be in the broadcast booth. He hasn’t had a
whole lot of experience in
the booth, but looked cool,
calm and collected announcing over the weekend.
“It was a lot of fun, and
Jim couldn’t have been better,” Parrish said. “He covered me up plenty of times
and helped me out when I
was struggling.”
It was hard to tell that
Parrish had little experience,
but he plans on working
hard to improve throughout

the season.
“I actually found out
that there is much more
homework now that I am on
this side of it because I have
to know all of the info. It’s
funny that I have to get used
to doing homework once
again,” Parrish added.
Parrish will join Husky
Productions for the remaining 16 home games this
season. Parrish might even
be good luck for the Huskies
as they earned 5-1 victories
in both Friday and Saturday
night’s games.
The two biggest series of
the year for the Huskies are
when they play Minnesota
and North Dakota. Parrish
said he is really looking forward to these series and how
the Huskies will compete
against them.
Coming back to SCSU is
an exciting experience, says
Parrish. It has been hard
for Parrish to come back to
SCSU because he has been
busy with his professional
years.
“The thing I enjoy most
about it is being part of St.
Cloud and being part of the
Huskies again,” said Parrish.
“It is nice to come back and
getting to know these players
on a personal level and just
being around is a lot of fun
for me.”
Parrish will have next
weekend off to prepare for
a big series against North
Dakota in two weeks.
The Huskies will travel
to Colorado next weekend
to take on the Denver Pioneers in a WCHA matchup.

DENG KE JIANG / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Sopohmore RW Brooks Bertsch skates down the rink protecting the puck Saturday night.

Huskies sweep Mavericks, win 5-1
Mark Schrom
SPORTS EDITOR

Ryan Faragher walked with style after exiting the locker
room Saturday night after the Huskies swept Minnesota State
Mankato 5-1.
The Huskies have now won four games in a row for the
Faragher, who nearly had his second shutout of the season,
made 35 saves. He helped the team in the absence of SCSU
senior captain Ben Hanowski, who was injured in the second
period of Friday night’s game after getting hit by the Mavericks’ Eriah Hayes.
extent of the injury is not yet known.
“It was a big start for us in the third with [Cory] Thorson’s
goal and [Drew] Leblanc getting the early one there and it was
really important for us to get a good start in the third and we
did it,” said Faragher after the game.
The Huskies and the Mavericks both started sluggish. NeiBoth teams were assessed penalties early and often with a
total of 10 penalties combined from both teams.
“We didn’t match last night’s intensity, so that was the
negative, but our power play clicked and our goaltender stood
up,” said Huskies head coach Bob Motzko.

The onslaught of pucks was just starting for Faragher, however, who recorded 11 saves in the second period alone.
After the third period started, the game changed and the
Huskies turned on the afterburners.
Junior center Nic Dowd scored twenty-seven seconds into
the period with a beautiful assist from Nick Jensen and Andrew
Prochno to give the Huskies a 2-0 lead.
Thirty-eight seconds later, St. Cloud State senior captain
Drew LeBlanc scored his sixth goal of the season after a comMankato’s Stephon Williams.
Freshman Kalle Kossila, starting in place of Hanowski on
three straight games.
After the game looked like it had all but wrapped up,
SCSU continued to pour on the goals. Thorson scored his
second goal of the game late in the third period. The goal all
but sealed the win for the Huskies, giving them a 5-0 lead.
For the rest of the period the Huskies dominated the
Mavericks, shutting out the team until a puck inched its way
by Faragher after Mankato’s Evan Mosey made a relentless
scoring attempt, slipping the puck by Faragher to spoil the
game.
SCSU (4-2-0, 2-0-0 WCHA) is second in the standings and
will look to use their momentum to gain ground in this week-

help SCSU break away from the Mavericks with a 1-0 lead

DENG KE JIANG / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Junior WR Damon Treat gains yards after the catch against the Beavers.

Ahmed Warraich
BEAT REPORTER

Huskies lost to the Bemidji State Beavers
20-37. The Huskies had to win this game if
they wanted to make it to the playoffs. With
this loss, the Huskies are out of the playoff
picture for this year.
The Huskies, after losing last week, were
looking forward to erasing the bad taste of
defeat from their mouth and getting another
W for their season. There were fewer people
in the crowd, which may have been because
the mercury took a dip this week.
by Bemidji State, who promptly started the
game with a couple of running plays. The
Huskies made it 3rd and long with a sack,
and Bemidji State couldn’t get themselves the
Beavers with a deep throw which resulted in
a touchdown, caught by Eli Shoemaker. The

of the football and the subsequent return
one run play for the Beavers to cover the rest
board, making the score 7-7.
The Huskies started their drive deep
in their own territory and couldn’t get the
offense moving. They punted the ball back
to the Beavers. The Beavers moved the ball
2 yard line and scored to take the lead 13-7.
The Beavers missed the point after.
hoping to put some points on the board, but
couldn’t get anywhere and had to punt the
ball. On their drive, the Beavers stuck to the
ground attack, which had worked out well
for them. The Beavers again found a way to
keep the ball moving on a couple of third
downs, but a couple good tackles and a sack
put the Beavers in a big hole and they elected
to punt the ball on their fourth down.
and a quick 3-and-out put Bemidji State back

to put some points on the board, however

the Huskies’ defense and they marched down

couldn’t produce more points to extend their
lead, and a sack put them in a hole that they
couldn’t get out of. The Beavers couldn’t put
any points on the board themselves and had
to punt the ball.
The Huskies started their drive in a some-

extend the lead 20-7. With 2:41 remaining in
to put some points on the board. The Huskies took two plays to make it all the way into
the endzone to reduce the lead 13-20. The
Beavers still led by a touchdown.
end of the quarter to see if they could add

DENG KE JIANG / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Junior RB Michael Walker breaks open a run. The Huskies lost 20-37.

to their total. They moved the ball down
drive and extended their lead 13-23.

on the offense was 23 yards that the Huskies
rushed for as opposed to 132 by the Beavers.
second half, hoping to right some of the misgood return by Damon Treat for the Huskies.
down and had to punt the ball.
The Beavers also couldn’t get anywhere
with their drive but caught a break when the
fair catch was dropped by the Huskies and
they took one play and scored a touchdown,
increasing the lead 13-30.
The Huskies found some life in their offense, and moved the ball effectively on their
the drive went nowhere and Bemidji State’s
offense got a chance to put some more points
on the board. The drive resulted in a missed
The Huskies found some offensive
rhythm on their next drive and marched
deep into Bemidji State territory but couldn’t
get any points on the board for their effort,
and a failed 4th down attempt turned the ball

over deep in the opponents territory.
Bemidji State moved the ball well, taking
valuable time off the clock. The Huskies
forced a fumble and got the ball back and
moved the ball. The pass was caught by
Shoemaker who had 3 touchdowns in the
game.
Bemidji State looked to take more time
off the clock, moving the ball all the way to
the Huskies’ 7-yard line, and seemed poised
to the game beyond the Huskies. They scored
a touchdown and increased the lead to 16
points to 20-37, which sealed the result of the
game.
put more points on the board, but an interHuskies and the game’s outcome was more
score of the game 20-37.
“We came out and obviously scored on
way and didn’t make enough plays. We ran
into a good physical team they showed us a
couple of games on the defensive side, it took
us awhile to get a handle on that but we had
opportunities and they beat us,” said Scott
Underwood, coach for the Huskies.
When asked about next week, Underproved.”
The Huskies play the next two games on
the road they take on Minot State University
at Minot North Dakota.
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Teach Overseas!
UNI Overseas
Recruiting Fair
XXXVII

Waterloo, IA - Feb. 1-3, 2013
Registration deadline January 11.

www.uni.edu/placement/overseas
Email: overseas.placement@uni.edu Phone: 319-273-2083
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HOUSING

HOUSING

WORK

Campus East Rooms
$250 per month. Heat,
Basic cable included.
On bus line.
320-654-8300
www.nomgmt.com/ce

Imediate Opening 1 BDR.
Kitchen, Living Room.
Off Street Parking. $440
Plus gas. 2 Blocks off Campus.
No pets, No parties,
No Smoking
SM&M Properties
253-1100
Fair Winds Apt.
Great 3 Bedrooms
1 1/2 Bath Apts.
Heat, Water and Garbage
included. Starting at $710!
320-249-3090
www.nomgmt.com/fa

Powder Ridge, Kimball
is accepting applications for
part-time lift, tubing, kitchen,
rental, bar and ski school
workers. Will train. Apply at
chalet M-F, 8-4, or
www.powderridge.com

Bedrooms For Rent!
Walking distance to campus.
Mention this ad get 1/2 off
frist month Rent!
Heat, Basic cable included.
320-249-3090
www.nomgmt.com/us
Sublets for Female
and Males
In studio and 4 bedroom apts.
Heat paid, A/C, Parking,
Close. Avail. Now and Jan 1.
E.P.M. 251-6005

1 or 2 Bedroom Apt.
Great location to campus!
Heat, Water, Garbage,
Basic cable included.
On Bus Line!
Starting at $470
320-654-8300
www.nomgmt.com/fv
Free internet/cable/heat
www.ivyapartments.com
320-259-9673

Temp Winter Labor
Wanted. Shovel for
$10/hr. Hours vary.
Work when you can.
Sign up today!
320-251-5296
Caretaker/
Security Person.
Live in studio or 4 bedroom
apt. Reduced Rent Plus
hourly wage. Start 1/1/13
Excel Prop. MGMT
251-6005

PERSONALS
Jesus, Allah, Satan are
pretend.
mentally ill. Athesism is true.
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Incoming freshmen
help ease concerns
Ryan Fitzgerald
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The women’s basketball
team had issues with size and
a presence inside the post,
but all concerns are over
because the four freshmen
that head coach Lori Fish
recruited are 6 feet or taller.
Like many freshmen
coming from high school to
college, they must deal with
how the speed of the game
increases a great deal, but
Fish doesn’t seemed to be
concerned.
“Their intensity is tremendous, and they make the
people around them better
because they work extremely
hard and that is exciting,”
Fish said.
Even though the season
doesn’t start for 18 days, the
freshmen are battling ferociously in practice, whether
it’s for a starting spot or
pushing the upperclassmen.
“They come to practice
ready to go,” Fish said. “By
being so willing and coachable they’re going to bring
great depth to our team.”
The Huskies struggled
more on the offensive side
of the ball last season, but
with the new season on the
horizon they seem to be right
where they want to be. “We
struggled with our shooting
percentage last season and
that was an issue we’ve addressed early,” Fish said. “We
aren’t going to have to rely
on a Jessica Benson because
I think we have more scorers
this season than we’ve had in
a long time.”
Fish says her team is at
their best when they get the
ball in transition that comes
from their defense. But Fish
would like her team to become better in the half court
set. “We’re going to have to
work on that defensively, but
team,” she said.
Defensively, the Huskies
were stellar last season and it
looks like they will continue
to be this season.
“We have a lot of energy
on that side of the ball and
our defense gets our offense
going,” Fish said.
The women are picked
NSIC and third out of eight

teams in the Northern Division in the latest coaches’
preseason poll. In the
Huskies conference are MSU
Moorhead, Northern State,
Minnesota Duluth, Bemidji
State, U-Mary, MinnesotaCrookston and Minot State.
The NSIC is a tough
conference and the women
will have to be at their best
day in and day out to compete.
“I think it’s one of the
toughest conferences if not
the toughest, “Fish said.
“You really have to be prepared and I think depth is
critical because we play back
to back.”
Having depth it allows
teams not to be fatigued
on the second night. That
should be no problem for the
Huskies as they play 10 to 11
players each game.
No captains have been
selected thus far for the
Huskies, but they have an
abundance of upperclassmen, with seven who can all
lead on and off the court.
“We have a lot of good
leaders on this squad,” Fish
said. “They’re an extension
of the coach and what I like
most is that they are all on
the same page.”
Benson, a sophomore
forward, is the player to keep
a close eye on this season
for the Huskies. She was the
leading scoring for SCSU
last season as a freshman,
averaging 10.2 points a
game, and led the team in
rebounding with 5.9 a game.
Moreover, she led the team
in three-point shooting,
accumulating a 41 percent
average behind the arc.
Although the season
hasn’t started yet, Fish likes
how competitive the practices have been.
“I think by adding more
depth has helped, and the
energy we bring helps us to
be competitive in the drills
we run,” Fish said.
The Huskies start the
season off away in a nonconference game against
Valley City State in North
Dakota. They play four
games before conference
play starts as they play host
to the Bulldogs of Minnesota
Duluth on Dec. 1 at Halenbeck Hall.

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Alex Bryson dives into the pool for the Men’s 1000-yard freestyle.

Men and Women’s Swim & Dive victorious
Ryan Fitzgerald
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The men’s and women’s
swim and dive team were
victorious this weekend,
hosting the University of
Eau Claire and Stevens
Point in a 32-event swim
meet Saturday afternoon.
Both teams competed
in a double dual; the men
thumping the away teams
161-130 and 191-101, while
the women swam passed
161-127 and 177-111.
“I was very pleased with
the way we competed today.
We are working extremely
hard during the week and
to still be able to perform
well says a lot about our stu-

dent-athletes,” Head Coach
Jeff Hegle said about his
team.
day’s double dual, winning
22 total events. Both the
men’s and women’s Huskies
six events to round up the
afternoon.
The diving for this
double dual took place at
UW-Eau Claire Sunday
morning.
St. Cloud State had four
mances. Tori Raihle won
the women’s 1-meter dive.
Luke Weber won the men’s
1-meter dive. Emily Mcwomen’s 3-meter dive while

in the men’s 3-meter dive.

yard medley relay squad.

the 200-yard freestyle with
a time of 1:58.53. She took

the 100-yard breaststroke
with a time 58.12 and won
the 200-yard breastroke
in 2:08.55. Alex Bryson
won the men’s 1000 free in
9:44.58. The second place

backstroke with a time of
1:06.92 and won the 200yard backstroke in 2:25.51.

200-yard medley relay
squad. He also won the
100-yard backstroke with a
time of 54.23 and the 200
yard backstroke in 1:59.39.
Napoleon Howell had
well. Howell was a member

Moreover, Bryson won the
500 freestyle in 4:38.48 in
a pool domination display
winning by three seconds to
St. Cloud State men’s
and women’s swimming
and diving will return to
action on Nov. 3 as they
to compete in the Carleton
College Invite.

Men’s basketball season is about to begin

Vikings lose to
Buccaneers 35-17
Matt Nielsen
BEAT REPORTER

Tampa Bay Buccaneers
rookie running back Doug
Martin had a career night on
primetime television to give
the Bucs a huge win over the
Vikings on Thursday Night
Football.
Both teams started out
slow, but Tampa would strike
game. Each team continued
quarter. Tampa Bay eventually put a well enough drive
together to get into the end
zone on a one-yard play action
pass from Josh Freeman to
Erik Lorig with 3:38 remainThe Vikings still couldn’t
get anything going on the
offensive side of the ball going into the second quarter.
Tampa Bay put together a
40-yard drive in which they
goal to take a surprising 13-0
lead with 12:24 remaining in
Minnesota went on to put
up their best drive of the night
on the next possession. It only
80 yards, which was capped
off by an 18-yard touchdown
from Christian Ponder to
Percy Harvin to narrow the
Tampa Bay would come
back and score a touchdown
37-yard drive. The short drive
took just over two-and-a-half
minutes. Freeman tossed his
second score of the night to
receiver Mike Williams from
three yards away.
A nice 10 play, 47-yard
drive led to a Blair Walsh
remaining in the half to cut

Tampa Bay’s lead to 10. Neither team did anything with
the remaining time. The Buccaneers went into the locker
room 20-10.
The Buccaneers received
in the second half, and took
only four plays to drive 80

screen pass from Freeman to
Martin gave way for a 64-yard
scamper, which he would score
on to put the Buccaneers up
27-10. Around six minutes
later, Tampa Bay went on to
extend the lead to 20.
On the ensuing drive,
Adrian Peterson did what
he did best by showing his
speed and going 64 yards for
a Vikings touchdown. This
made the score 30-17 midway
through the third quarter.
Although it looked like Minnesota had momentum, this was
the last time that the Vikings
scored.
Doug Martin scored his
second touchdown of the
game in the fourth quarter
with a 1-yard touchdown won.
The drive took 9:09 off the
clock and a comeback was
all but over for the Vikings.
Minnesota looked like a whole
different team and Christian
Ponder struggled throughout
the evening as the Buccaneers
would take the primetime
The running backs on
both teams were the performers of the night. Rookie Doug
Martin led the way for Tampa
Bay with 135 yards on the
ground, while Adrian Peterson
wasn’t far behind with 123
yards.
Tampa Bay improved to
3-4 on the year while Minnesota droped to 5-3. The good
news for the Vikings is that
they will have 10 days off before they travel out to Seattle
to take on the Seahawks.
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Ryan Fitzgerald
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The men’s basketball
team is coming off an
impressive 20-9 record, and
the latest polls have them
and second in the Northern
Division behind Minnesota
State Moorhead.
With recruiting going on
in the summer, the Huskies
quickly got over their formidable season.
“We don’t pay too much
attention to the polls because
we know that every year
is a new year,” said Kevin
Schlagel, head coach. “We
can’t put a whole lot of stock
into last season; we just got
to move forward with this
year.”
The Northern Division
will be competitive this season with MSU Moorhead,
Northern State, Minnesota
Duluth, Bemidji State, UMary, Minnesota- Crookston
and Minot State.
“You don’t know what
they did in the offseason,
but if you go off last season,
Bemidji, Moorhead and
Duluth all played well,”
Schlagel said. The Beavers
were conference champions,
making it to Nationals along
with MSU Moorhead.
But the one thing the
Huskies are sure of this season is that health has played
a major factor pertaining to
how well the team can do.
One of the biggest injuries
that hurt the Huskies was

when then junior center
Tim Bergstraser tore his
ACL.
“Tim is a major part of
what we are trying to do
and he is very passionate
about the game of basketball,” Schlagel said. “Tim
is the perfect example of
using basketball to get an
education because without
this I don’t think he’d be in
college.”
Bergstraser has been rehabilitating all summer and
is right where he is supposed
to be. The coaches hope to
have him back in the post by
the mid-point of the season.
Shaun Jensen, senior
guard, is the next guy who
will have major responsibility this season as he busted
onto the scene last season.
“A year ago he was kind of
an unknown guy because he
was a backup for two years,”
Schlagel said. “With each
game he grew and grew and
it showed by him being FirstTeam All-Conference and
Region.”
When everybody puts
their scouting reports together when they face the Huskies will have to plan around
Jensen and his abilities.
“I don’t feel any added
pressure this season because
I am focusing on how I can
get better and how the team
can get better,” Jensen said.
The Huskies have added
four freshmen to the roster
and Schlagel has been liking
what he’s been seeing in
practice thus far.
“I like their work ethic,

skill level and attitude so far
in practice,” Schalgel said.
Jensen also has been taken
aback by the freshman.
“They’re looking pretty
good and with some pieces
here and there and they will
help out the program in the
future.”
The game speed and
physicality has been a minor
speed bump for the freshmen, but that is expected
with every incoming freshman for the most part. “It’s
a matter of them playing
consistently on a daily basis,”
Schlagel said. That’s where
the seven upperclassmen
will have to step up and lead
them on and off the court.
Most of the upperclassmen will have the opportunity to get a shot at having
a role on both the offensive
and defensive side of the
ball.
“They’ve all shown that
they can play,” Schlagel said.
“There still some determining to be done on the pracrole, but I fully anticipate
each of them will contribute
at some point.”
The inside game is where
the Huskies would like to
make the most noise on the
offensive side of the ball, but
without Bergstraser’s frame
“Chris Larson and James
Fort have been going back
and forth every practice and
vacancy,” Jensen said. “But
we will miss Tim and his
dominant presence down

low.”
Being a team that likes
to play transition basketball
has to have strong center and
power forward play.
“It is a concern for us
because we are not deep in
those positions and if an injury occurs at those positions
it changes things a great
deal,” Schlagel said.
But the guard play for
the Huskies is stronger than
ever with two seniors in Jensen and Theo Rothstein.
“Theo is basically a fouryear starter with a tremendous amount of experience,”
Schlagel said.
The Huskies get the season started on Nov. 2 when
they travel to East Lansing,
MI, to square off with
Division I power house, the
Michigan State Spartans.
“The guys are pretty
excited because it doesn’t
happen too often,” Schlagel
said. “Playing one of the best
teams in the country at the
highest level, we know we’re
in for a tough task.”
Jensen is excited for this
once in a lifetime opportunity and is grateful to get this
chance.“I’m just really happy
and thankful because I got a
lot of family going up there,”
Jensen said.
The Huskies bounce
the regular season off Nov.
16 on the road against St.
John’s University, and start
NSIC play at home against
the University of Minnesota
Duluth Dec. 1.
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Members of the Giants celebrate after winning game three of the World Series and are one win away from winning their second title in three years.

Giants on the verge of winning World Series
Ryan Fitzgerald
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

win the NLCS in game seven 9-0 in a dominant pitching perfor-

in the World Series.
It looked like the St. Louis Cardinals were going to blow by
the Giants after controlling three of four games and returning to
the World Series for consecutive years.
The Giants have been the toughest team to oust in this
post-season as they have played six games in October, which,
had they lost, their off-season would have begun earlier than
they liked. This type of determination will make it tough for the
Tigers to continue their dominance.
When it comes to game sevens, the Giants are unbeatable,

wall.
Furthermore, the Giants are the seventh team in history to
have the least home runs in a season and make the World Series,

tested positive for testosterone back in August, the Giants were
concerned with its offensive productivity. But that was not an

the Cardinals.
-

the bullpen.
Skipper Bruce Bochy manages differently in the post-season,

so it’s still up in the air as to whether Bumgarner or Zito will be
in the starting pitching rotation for the World Series. Zito wasn’t
valuable for the Giants in the regular season and barely came
out of the bullpen, but he has been around for a while and can
handle pressure.

walks. It took him a while to adjust, but from game two on
Scutaro was a beast, getting at least one hit in the remaining six
games.
The Giants continued their dominance, and are currently
on a six-game winning streak defeating the Tigers 8-1and 2-0 in
Giants won’t have to dig themselves out of a hole.
Justin Verlander faced off against Zito in game one, and
surprisingly Zito out-pitched Verlander, who went four innings
the bat of Pablo “Panda Bear” Sandoval. Verlander was back to
his old post-season form now accumulating a 6-3 record with a
3.80 ERA in 11 post-season starts.
Sandoval had 12 home runs all season and belted three in
game one. He has a total of six this post-season, two away from
tying the record in a post-season with eight held by Carlos BelPujols, Ted Williams and Reggie Jackson as the only players to
hit three home runs in one game in a World Series.
Tim Lincecum came out of the bullpen and threw three
strong innings for the Giants, as he is getting more and more
comfortable with his role this postseason. Lincecum has led the
big leagues in strikeout three of the four years. He had one of

right guy for Bochy to have in the pen when he is needed.
Up one game, the Giants again had an unlikely hero in
game two when Bumgarner got the start, which was a surprise
to many because of his dismal performance thus far in the
postseason. He and Doug Fister battled all night who has had a
strong October for the Tigers. Bumgarner allowed two hits in
the game as the Giants won 2-0 and took a commanding two
game lead.
games in a row by four or more runs since the 1997 Boston Red
Sox did. The Tigers got shut out for the third time this year and
it was the second time in this postseason. It looked like their bats
Once again in game three of the October Classic, the Tigers
were shut out on back-to-back nights because of stellar pitching
from Ryan Vogelsong and Lincecum coming out of the bullpen
in the top of the sixth inning. Vogelsong improved to a 3-0
record with an impressive 1.09 ERA in the playoffs.
The Giants now take a commanding 3-0 lead as it seems
the Tigers will not score another run this October. They have
shut down the heart of the lineup in Prince Fielder and Triple
Crown-winner Cabrera.
Game four is scheduled for Oct. 28 and the Giants will look
to sweep the Tigers on a chilly October night in Detroit. Ace
try to scratch their way back to force a competitive World Series.
As this game will be played after the Chronicle goes to print,
I’ll venture a prediction the Tigers will win game four in the
a great season with their second title in three years.

Timberwolves hope to stay healthy this season
Matt Femrite
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Just saying “Timberwolves” and ‘playoffs’ in
the same sentence sounds weird.
They haven’t made the playoffs in nearly a
ta’s acquisitions over the summer that featured
a mix of former all-stars, up-and-coming
players, and established energy players give
the Timberwolves their most tantalizing roster
since 2004.
Strengths: When healthy, the Timberwolves pack quite the scoring punch. Despite
2012 being an injury-riddled season from top
to bottom, they were still in the top 10 in the
NBA in scoring at 97.9 points per game. Kevin
Love led the team in scoring at 26 per game
last season, but Brandon Roy (career average
of 19 points per game) was brought in, along
with many others, to help Love in the scoring
department. Coach Rick Adelman has a winning tradition stemming back over 20 years ago
starting in Portland. We’ll see if he can give

Weaknesses: A team can’t do much about
injuries except to avoid them, but the Timberwolves have had awful luck in that department.
Some concerns that the Timberwolves could
Love and center Nikola Pekovic aren’t what

people would call shot-blocking threats. The
toughest defensive assignments will often fall
on forward Andrei Kirilenko, once an ace
defender with the Utah Jazz for several years.
Rebounding will be an issue as long as Kevin
Love is out with a broken shooting hand.
Here’s a breakdown of the Timberwolves
roster.
Guards: Ricky Rubio: Set to return in
December from a torn ACL, Rubio is one of
the main reasons the Timberwolves became
must-see TV last season. With the exception
of Adrian Peterson, torn ACLs are commonly
two-year injuries, but it shouldn’t offset what
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few can.

Luke Ridnour: While Ridnour doesn’t
nesota with one thing Rubio struggles mightily
with: scoring. Rubio shot a couple percentage
points better than Ridnour from three (34
percent compared to 32.2), but Ridnour was
far more accurate inside the arc. According to
percent inside the three point line while Rubio

Ricky Rubio and Kevin Love are both injured as the season gets started Nov. 2.
sive fouls are committed in the process. It will be interesting to see if the abundance of offensive

extra scoring punch until Kevin Love returns to
the lineup.
JJ Barea: Barea had an injury-plagued 2012

On offense, Barea had a career high in points with 11.3 last season and in eleven starts averaged
16 points per game with 9.3 assists. He’s mainly a spark off the bench but is a suitable starter if
injuries continue to decimate the Timberwolves.
Malcolm Lee: A second-round draft pick in 2011, Lee played in 19 games last season while
injuries took out the usual backcourt rotation. He didn’t play sooner because of his offense.

into posting him up no matter how many offen-

inches, however, Lee has great height at point guard and is an underrated defender.

No major upsets; plenty of excitng football played
Matt Nielsen
BEAT REPORTER

Week seven turned out how most people
predicted. There were no major upsets this
week, but a lot of good football was played.
The Houston Texans went back to their winning ways in a dominating performance against

continued to surprise people by improving to

The New York Giants, New England Patriots,
and Chicago Bears also earned wins over the
weekend to put them on top of their respected
divisions. On the fantasy side of things, Chris
-

Buccaneers receiver Vincent Jackson led the
way with 216 yards and a touchdown.
Seattle at San Francisco: The 49ers
got the best out of their NFC West rival, the
Seahawks, on Thursday Night Football. 49ers
running back Frank Gore led the way with 131
yards on the ground. Neither team did a whole
lot through the air as 49ers quarterback Alex

yards passing on the night. Seattle led 6-3 at
the half, but 10 unanswered points by the 49ers
in the second half gave them the hard earned
13-6 victory.
Cleveland at Indianapolis: In a battle
of rookie quarterbacks, Indianapolis’s Andrew
Luck got the best out of Brandon Weeden.
Weeden outplayed Luck, but a late touchdown
drop by rookie receiver Josh Gordon helped
seal the deal for the Colts. Browns rookie
running back Trent Richardson tried to play
through a rib injury, but only managed eight
yards on eight carries and didn’t play the
second half. Although Luck didn’t throw for
any touchdowns, he rushed for two of them. It
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for two touchdowns since 1988. Luck’s two
rushing touchdowns paved the way for a 17-13
Indianapolis victory.
Tennessee at Buffalo: Titans running

Victor Cruz runs past two Redskin defenders scoring one of three TD’s.
back-and-forth game throughout the day, but

Tennessee a one-point lead, with just over a minute remaining. The Bills had one more shot once
Stevie Johnson on fourth and two to give the Titans a much needed win.

